USING THE INTERACTIVE COURSE SEARCH

Course searches can be done by one or a combination of the various selections below.

Department Search

- To see all courses offered by a given department, click on the drop down list under Department, select the department you wish to search and then click on SEARCH.
Course Title Search

- The TITLE field allows searches based on a specific course title or key words in the course title.

- The drop down menu provides four options to refine a search based on certain parameters (Contains, Begins With, Ends With, Exact Match). Enter title or key words and click SEARCH.

Course Code Search

- The course code search allows a search based on the course area or the full course number.

- The drop down menu provides four options to refine a search based on certain parameters (Contains, Begins With, Ends With, Exact Match). Enter title or key words and click SEARCH.

Example: CH151 Basic Chemistry

CH151 is the full course number and the course code is CH.
### How to Read the Interactive Course Search Results

**Course Code:** Example: **ENG104-01**

Course Number (prior to the `-`). Section Number (2 digit code following the `-`). The course code is a clickable link to course and section details. Please see the *Section Number Definitions* document for further information on section numbering.

- **Name:** Introduction to Literature: Fiction  
  This is the course title

- **Req:** If an icon displays in this field, click on the icon for additional requirements that may not show in the course details

- **Note:** If an icon displays in this field, click on the icon for important notes regarding this course

- **Faculty:** Fuller, Thomas J  
  This is the Instructor Name

- **Seats Open:** Example: 20/40  
  This example shows that there are 20 seats remaining out of a total of 40

- **Status:** Open-Seats available and students eligible to register  
  - Closed-No seats available, waitlist may be an option  
  - Waitlist-Students may be added to waitlist only  
  - Reopened-Seats made available, students eligible to register

- **Schedule:** Course meeting days, meeting time and meeting location  
  - **Key to meeting days:**  
    - U - Sunday  
    - M - Monday  
    - T - Tuesday  
    - W - Wednesday  
    - R - Thursday  
    - F - Friday  
    - S - Saturday

- **Credits:** Total credit hours for this course

- **Begin Date:** The week the course begins. For short term classes, this is the **day** the course begins

- **End Date:** The week the course ends. For short term classes, this is the **day** the course ends